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Editorial 

Welcome to volume 11 and 1992. A couple of items you may be 
interested in. The EFDSS commissioned a report on the future of 
the society in the '90s; it was released in August 1991. Contact 
Brenda Goodrich at the Society for details. Also published in 
1991 were Cecil Sharp's Morris books, all five in one volume, 
plus an index! 

I've been asked to publicise the Vaughan Wil Iiams Memorial 
Library lectures at Cecil Sharp House on Friday evenings at 7.30 
(admission free) as follows: 
24/1/92 The Ploughboy and the Plough play, by Alun Howkins 

14/2/92 Michael Coleman, the legendary Irish Fiddler , by Henry 
Bradshaw 

13/3/92 Social systems of traditional music making (Irish music 
in the 1950's), by Reg Hall 

10/4/92 Darwinism and the Clog dance team, by Chris Metherell 

Changing topics slightly, as a morris side treasurer, I ' ve had 
problems recently with the bank deciding, after all these years, 
to charge commission on our account. How do other teams manage 
their relatively low-budget finances? Thinking ahead, as I must, 
copy date for the next issue is the end of April 1992. Enjoy the 
dancing season! 
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THE ABRAM MORRIS DANCE (part 2) 

By the beginning of 1984 several pe ople had expressed an interest 
in taking part in the revi va 1 . Using the photograph and the 
co ntemporary accounts from John Leyland and the Wigan Observer 
I now had sufficient information to ma ke an a cc urate 
reconstruction of the dancers' costumes but no funds to buy 
material. However with Easter approaching I hit on the idea of 
Pace Egging to raise the necessary funds. We went out on three 
nights during the week leading up to Easter, finishing on Maundy 
Thursday at the Red Lion Inn, Dover, Abram and raised enough 
money to make 20 sets of sashes and rosettes. As for the dance 
itself, I had been taught it many years before but I had observed 
many different ways of performing it in the intervening period 
and I wasn't sure how accurate any of them were. So in order to 
make our performance as authentic as possible I went back t o Maud 
Karpeles' original notation published in the Journal of EFDSS. 
However, this contained some misprints ( 13) which included a 
complete section of the notation being missed out and replaced 
by a row of dots. Also one particular figure of the dance was 
at some variance with any performance I had ever taken part in 
or witnessed. I therefore studied her correspondence to try to 
put together a more accurate version of the notation. In a 
letter to Douglas Kennedy in 1953 she corrected the misprints in 
the Journal, including the missing section of notation and gave 
mo re precise instructions about the arm movements. Twenty-one 
years later, in 1974, in reply to an enquiry from Derek Froome 
of Manchester Morris Men, she not only repeated her earlier 
corrections but also pointed out a further discrepancy, this time 
in the E music. 

"In my notes I have writ ten: 'Dancers throw both hands up 
overhead on first beat of first bar (lowering them on second 
beat)' . But in the Journal I have altered this to read 'the 
second beat of the last bar'. I cannot remember now why I did 
so ..... " 

She also mentions the original description of the dance given to 
her in 1931 by Richard Porter, the details of which had been 
confirmed by Adam Ingram (14) who had first taken part in the 
dance in 1868 (15). I was also fortunate to have been given a 
copy of Richard Porter's own notation of the dance by Tony Dann, 
who had been researching dances from Hindley and as a result of 
a 1 etter to a 1 ocal newspaper had been sent a photocopy of 
Richard Porter's original notebook which contained notations of 
all his dances including the Abram dance. Richard Porter calls 
the dance "Old Morris Dance" and says it is 100 years old. He 
also mentions Adam Ingram, Abram Morris Dancers, 1883 (16). By 
reference to all these sources I was confident that my version 
of the dance was now as accurate as it was possible to be. 

Practices were held on Tuesday evenings in May on the car park 
of the Red Lion Inn under the mystified gaze of people walking 
along the adjoining canal tow-path. We had eight dancers and one 
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musician at the first practice but numbers increased over the 
next couple of practices until we had a total of 13 dancers and 
2 musicians. None of the dancers had done the dance before, in 
fact some had never danced before but after 4 weeks practice we 
managed to put on a respectable display. One of the new dancers, 
Steve Froggatt, took a copy of the 1901 photograph and produced 
a replica of the maypole complete with pewter(not silver) teapot. 
He also provided the king and queen by persuading his stockcar 
mechanic friend and his own girlfriend to play the parts. 

The first performance of the Abram Morris Dance since 1901 on the 
Morris Dancers' Ground, Park Lane, Abram, took place at 11.00am 
on Saturday May 26th, 1984. The dancers wore black trousers, 
white shirts, red or blue ties, blue sashes with pink edging, 
red, white and blue rosettes and straw boaters trimmed with red, 
white and blue hat bands. The sashes had been made by my long
suffering wife, I made the rosettes and each dancer paid for his 
own boater for which I placed a bulk order with a firm of hatters 
in Luton. Steve Froggatt arranged for their collection to ensure 
they arrived on time. After dancing on the Morris Dancers' 
Ground we danced outside Wi 11 iam Wright's house in May Avenue and 
then danced at other sites in Abram, had lunch in The Buck's Head 
public house before continuing our perambulation of Abram, 
finishing back at the Red Lion Inn at 3pm . Afer a successful day 
we decided to make it an annual event on the last Saturday in 
June. Sadly, only a month later, Steve Froggatt who had done so 
much to ensure the success of the event was killed in a stock car 
accident and a few weeks later his friend who had been our king 
died of a heart attack. These events meant that we would need 
to find a king and queen for the following year and led to our 
own tradition of having a new king and queen every year, Nearly 
every king had gone on to join the dancers in succeeding years. 

Following the success of the first year, I felt that we should 
extend the day and make it more like the traditional performances 
of 1880 and 1901, walking from one dance site to the next and 
finishing with a meal at the Red Lion Inn in the evening. I 
wanted this meal to be free to all performers and knew that we 
could not possibly raise enough money through collections on the 
day itself so once again we raised money by Pace Egging at 
Easter. The 1880 performances were extremely well documented so 
I decided to use this as the basis for my plans for 1985 . I was 
therefore delighted when my wife, who teaches at St. Nathaniel's 
School in Low Green, Platt Bridge, found the following entry in 
the school's 1 ogbook for 1880 - "Mr Ashurst visited. Al 1 owed 
boys to see the Morris Dancers at 11. 45". That explained why 
John Leyland complained of their late arrival in his diary as the 
school is quite some distance from the Grange in Hindley. The 
Grange was now a stables and riding school and the house itself 
had been turned into flats. However the owners had no objection 
when I asked their permission to dance there after explaining my 
reasons for this strange request. I next visited Brookside House 
and asked the present owners for permission to dance there also. 
Mr and Mrs Bonokowski were thrilled at the prospect and offered 
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to provide light refreshmemts for our visit. Unfortunately, I 
was not able to persuade the local publicans to revive the 
practice of giving free drinks to the dancers at the end of the 
day. 

"The one vivid recollection appears to be that when the dancing 
was over those that had taken part went round the District and 
called at each public house, where they were given free drinks. 
Perhaps that may account for the vagueness of the recollections 
of the earlier proceedings. It may be that the reason there was 
no dancing twelve years ago was that when it was over the public 
houses would be closed, or perhaps the quality of the post war 
beer was not sufficiently attract ive "(l7) 

Practices were again held on the preceding four Tuesday evenings. 
Membership was, and still is, by invitation only and that year 
we had a total of fourteen dancers and four musicians. We 
started off from the Red Lion in time to dance on the Morris 
Dancers' Ground at 11. 00 am and then danced outside Wi 11 iam 
Wright's house. From there we danced at several sites in Abram 
before making our way to Brookside House where we danced on the 
back lawn for Mr and Mrs Bonokowski, their family and friends. 
The Bonokowskis then produced a mountain of sandwiches and cakes 
and several gallons of extremely alcoholic punch. Mr 
Bonokowski 's father, had, it turned out, been a vodka maker 
before fleeing to this country and the family tradition of 
alcohol production was obviously still being kept up! 

This visit to Brookside House has become the highlight of the day 
for performers and the Bonokowski family alike and is the only 
time when the general public are excluded. After taking our 
reluctant leaves we moved (staggered) onto the Queen's public 
house in Bickershaw Lane where we had arranged to have lunch 
after dancing outside. How we managed to eat the platefuls of 
hotpot I'll never know. When I had previously asked the landlord 
if he could provide food for a group of morris dancers, he asked 
if they would like a drink of orange juice to go with it. He was 
expecting a coachload of little girls! After a welcome rest and 
several pints we performed the dance at closing time in the 
Lounge Bar to the enjoyment of all present. The landlady was so 
impressed she rang her friends in the Labour Club just down the 
road and arranged for us to go there next. As it happened the 
bar was still open there so after dancing on the disco floor with 
the musicians on the stage we had time for another pint before 
moving on to our next dance spot before crossing over the railway 
line t~ .. dance in Leyland Park in Hindley. We then formed up in 
procesiion to go to the Grange where we formed our circle in 
front of the house with the King and Queen in the centre and the 
musicians standing to one side just as John Keyland had described 
it over a hundred years ago. Just as we finished the dance my 
wife arrived in the car with a five gallon polypin of homebrew 
to keep us going. (Which it did in more ways than one!) After 
a suitable rest and a pint from the polypin we crossed over the 
fields to Liverpool Road where we danced at three or four sites 
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before moving on to Low Green where my wife was waiting with the 
beer and boxes of sandwiches to "put us on" . After another 
welcome rest we moved on through Low Green and Pl at t Bridge, 
dancing at selected sites, and back to the top end of Abram, down 
Warrington Road to the Bucks Head just in time for opening. By 
now some of us were beginning to flag but a rest and a pint or 
two revived us enough for the final few spots in Abram before we 
arrived back at the Red Lion Inn at 7.30 pm for what we expected 
to be our last performance. After partaking of a meal prepared 
by the 1 andl ord and 1 andl ady we summoned up the energy to perform 
the dance one more time in the main bar. Al together we had 
walked some eight miles following as far as possible (but in 
reverse) the route of the 1880 team and danced the Abram Morris 
Dance twenty seven times! 

The dance has taken place on the last Saturday in June ever since 
and although the collection has improved, most of the money to 
pay the day's expenses is still raised by the Pace Eggers. Over 
the years we have lost a few members but gained more than we have 
lost, so that in 1990 we had sixteen dancers and five musicians 
on the Morris Dancers' Ground . The kit is now complete and 
includes red, white and blue waistbands and white waistcoats. 
Miss Brindle said that we loo k j u st like the dancers on her 
photograph . The 1 ocal counci 1 now tidy the Morris Dancers' 
Ground and mow the grass for our annua l visit without my having 
to make severa l phone calls beforehand to explain what it's all 
about . Unfortunately, in 1990 the person responsible made the 
1 ogical mistake of mowing it for May Day so by the time we 
arrived 7 weeks la t er the grass was nearly knee high again! We 
have lost one or two of our other dancing sites, mainly because 
of building work, but we have always managed to replace them. 
One year we all signed a petition to stop a supermarket being 
built on one of our sites in the centre of Platt Bridge. That 
controversy made the local press and also local radio. I'm not 
sure what effect the petitio n had but the supermarket was built 
elsewhere! All day opening now means that we are able to visit 
more pubs and so we no longer take our own beer round in the car 
but my wife still produces sandwiches and cakes at tea-time! The 
Red Lion has a new landlord and has been re-named the Dover Lock 
Inn (locally it was always called the Dover Lock anyway) but we 
sti 11 practise on the car park on the four Tuesda y evenings 
preceding the last Saturday in June . 
And the Abram Morris Dance r s on ly exist for four weeks every 
year! 

References (continued from part 1) 
13 Letter from Miss Karpeles to Doug l as Kennedy 15/1/1953 
14 Letter from Miss Karpeles to Derek Froome 19/3/1974 
15 Letter from Miss HOlbrow to Miss Ka r peles 1 4/10/1932 
16 T Dann MS 
17 Letter from Mr E Ellis to Miss Karpeles 12/10/1932 

Geoff Hughes @ March 19 91 
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THOUGHTS ON CREATING A MORRIS JIG 

Why create a jig? 
There are many and various reasons: you may feel the need for 
side repertoire, you fancy doing something more individual, 
you've seen some good ones, you've been told to, no jig you know 
fits your needs. 

What are the aims of your jig? 
Who is the target audience for this jig? Who are you aiming to 
please? What sort of things do you want to come out of having 
created and performed this jig? Is your jig f o r impressing ot h er 
dancers or the general public? Is it the content of the jig 
and/or the execution of the jig that you think important? 

Getting ideas 
There are a number of jigs notated which you can use, You can 
go and watch other sides and/or talk to them about their jigs. 
Do ask permission if you wish to use someone else's ideas though 
- it avoids much bad feeling. Once you have creat e d your own jig 
you too may feel quite proprietary about it! You need to 
consider what your limits are with regard to music, use of space, 
how flexible you can be with the tradition, what your (and other 
dancers) skills are and work from there. 

Music 
A good tune is often the inspiration for the Jig in the first 
place. In any case it should be a tune you like and a tune that 
your musician(s) like and can play. If taking a tune from 
outside the morris you might have to change it to fit the dance. 
Get other people's views on such tunes. Not all tunes fit to the 
morris. Also, not all morris tunes will fit to the tradition you 
have chosen. If asking the musician(s) to play the tune to fit 
the rhythm of the movements does this change the character of the 
tune too much? Does the tune fit your jig? Sometimes a dance 
is not liked by a side but as soon as a different tune is used 
for exactly the same dance, it becomes a favourite. Sometimes 
the opposite happens; the tune is well liked but the dance 
doesn't gel. Tune and dance should complement each other. 

Which tradition? 
This might be one that your side dances, or a different one that 
you feel happy with. Whether you use a different tradition wi ll 
depend on your side's beliefs and rules on what is acceptable in 
a jig. Check the tradition (its rhythm) suits the tune you are 
using. 

Interest 
The jig has to interest you, any other dancers dancing it and 
your audience. You may want to ensure it interests the rest of 
the side so that they welcome its performance . 

Use of space 
The jig is different from the normal six or eight person Cotswold 
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dance. With six or eight dancers you can create all sorts of 
patterns by moving them in relation to one another (the figures). 
With a jig, you may hav e only one per s on to the space, so the 
dynamics of what you can do with the space are very different. 
You can even move into territories "forbidden" to the set, eg 
behind the musician, you may want to dance on the spot and 
display d ancing sk i lls o r alternatively you can move around the 
performance area and create shapes by moving round the space. 

Another consideration is the space between the d a ncer and t he 
musician . How close should you be? You need to be close en ough 
to show that you are part of the same performance but not so 
close that the audience is excluded from you both. Also your use 
of space will affect the proximity of the musician. Traditionally 
the musician and dancer are face to face more than in any other 
juxtaposition but you could try other options. This might be 
determined by the sort of space where you are performing. Don't 
forget vertical space as well. You fill it up with high 
movements such as jumps and capers and empty it by RTBs and 
kneels. You can alter the speed at which the vertical space is 
used: fast in stepping, slower in capers etc. With vertical 
movement wat c h out for being static. There is a difference 
between doing an RTB and looking static (or stuck!) and doing an 
RTB and looking like you are poised ready to spring into the next 
movement. 

Technique/skill 
A jig is a showing off display of how you dance. You should be 
competent to do the movements you have chosen to use in the jig 
and do them with panache. Choose things that are within your 
limits and do them well. Exclude the ones that you will fluff 
and 1 oak bad . You may want to consider high risk movements 
which, if you mess them up wi 11 not matter as the audience 
appreciates their great difficulty and admires you for having a 
go (an Evil Knievel leap frog over the whole side in one go?). 
Even so, be aware that your audience doesn't want to feel 
embarrassed at any lack of competence. 

Fit the dance to the music 
It often seems that the music comes before the jig. Consider the 
music when devising the jig and make the music fit to it and 
vice-versa (with the musicians' agreement!). Does the music have 
any climaxes or jaggy bits? What about the phrase endings - do 
they fit the phrase ending in the tune? Will the tune be OK for 
slows? Will you double the time for the music or have it the 
same speed (differently emphasised)? 

Sequence of figures 
Traditional 1 y there is a "foot up" figure then maybe another 
figure at normal pace and then figures with slows. The foot up 
figure is important - it is the exposition for the whole jig . 
How do the figures and choruses fit together to make a whole? Do 
you want a jig that comes to a climax at the end or peaks and 
falls? The order of your figures will be important . Does the 
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order give you the contrast and excitement that you want to 
create? 

How many people? 
often, if there is more than one person, each figure and chorus 
will be done twice, though some sides do perform jigs with two 
or more running through the jig together. The advantage of the 
repetition is that the dancers get a regular rest. Repetition 
may lead to audience boredom, so be conscious of that. Usually 
there is a final figure or chorus which is done by al 1 the 
dancers together. In that the jig is there as a display, you may 
want to try outdoing each other when taking it in turns. However 
it doesn't look good if you dance utterly differently what are 
supposed to be the same figures and choruses. Mak e the 
competition that of competence and ability, not of style! Also 
with more dancers, you gain some freedom with use of spa c e, y ou 
have more options on patterns as there are more bodies. Think 
how the dancers are going to "pass the baton" between each 
other. This should not look muddled and can be done in a way to 
add to the jig's character. 

Fidelity to tradition 
This is largely what your side believes in. What is inherent in 
the tradition that you have chosen? What slows exist? How much 
are you going to add ( eg gal 1 eys imported into a non-gal 1 ey 
tradition)? How much do you want to stay close to the tradition 
and how much do you want a mixture of other traditions? These 
are very individual choices to the dancer and to the side . 
Remain sensitive to your side's beliefs otherwise your marvel 1 ous 
Ducklington/Brackley/Fieldtown mix jig may never be asked for. 

Effectiveness 
You may have several ideas of use of space and shape and steps 
to put into the jig. Look critically at what you have. If too 
many different concepts are in the jig then it may look muddled 
and displeasing, despite the ideas being good ones. Try paring 
away. You can use spare ideas in another new jig, or maybe 
incorporate them into a set dance. Repetition is quite 
effective. You could also perform variations on a theme. For 
example you can perform each chorus with the same path but 
traverse it differently by varying the steps or maybe going 
alte r nate ways each time. 

Execution of the jig 
Can you dance this jig to your satisfaction and that of your 
s ide? Have you enough stamina? Do you have the technique? What 
about your musicians? Do you carry it off in a manner that the 
side is comfortable with? Each side has its own beliefs about 
how it wants to appear (remote, happy, professional etc) 

Development after creation 
If you have created something, it doesn't mean you got it 
on the first go. Add your experience into the jig and 
it within the limits of its basic structure and music. 
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find that you have other ideas from having danced it which are 
outside this jig but you can use in another jig. Ask other 
dancers for their opinion on what it looks like and what you look 
like dancing it. How about being filmed? 

Fiz Markham February 1990 
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HUMOUR IN THE MORRIS (part 2) 

Sources of ideas 

stunt ideas can come accidental 1 y. Pilgrim were dancing a 
Ducklington "Arran Sweater", really a Fieldtown "Balance the 
Straw" to the Bucknel 1 "Room for the Cuckoo" tune when the 
landlord shouted "Reep dancing while I get my camera!" So they 
kept on, adding more rounds and starting to invent new versions 
of this figure with different pantomimic actions until they had 
done 21 all different. Now it is used to bring members of the 
public into a dance and, because of its length, people can change 
in and out, while the foreman tries to be creative in suggesting 
fresh actions. 

Having the audience Join in is always a temptation and some sides 
have a simple dance for this purpose. The crowd usually enjoys 
having some of them actively joining in the fun. Minden Rose 
have a simple quadrille garland dance called "Jane Austen" which 
because it is worked on pairs can be danced with half of each 
pair of dancers drawn from the crowd. Farnborough would use a 
"Bromsberrow Heath" stick dance, but in a continuous ci rel e 
formation . Rather than have problems with the turning round at 
the ends of a reel, it works well in a circle as the volunteers 
can keep weaving in the same direction. 

Some ideas come on the spur of the moment. Hobbies Bobbies were 
asked to do something at a social dance after a tour on the day 
of the 1990 World Cup third place play-off, when they had not 
prepared anything be£ orehand. After a few moments thought 
outside in the passage they danced "Vandals" with the 13½% extra 
beer cans instead of sticks, as football supporters. After the 
chorus clashing, the first time they took a long swig from the 
can and the second time they simulated the action and noises of 
being sick. At the end of the dance they all collapsed onto the 
floor. Typically stunts need some preparation, special equipment 
and sometimes even a practice! Grand Union did rapper with those 
long thin balloons used by conjurers and clowns to make dogs etc . 

People can be encouraged to produce ideas. At the Hal sway 
Advanced Morris Weekends in the 1960's organised by Bob Bradbury 
it was difficult to follow the Saturday evening party with 
somthing serious first thing on Sunday morning so the attendees 
were divided into teams and given a task based on manuscript, a 
tune or just an idea. Bath City created a blacksmith's dance as 
they just happened to have a croquet set and a log with them. 
Moulton did the Battle of Waterloo to the "1812" complete with 
paper cannon and final heap of dead. Jim Reynolds got a group 
to very non-Puritan using wallpaper rolls in a number of 
surprising ways. Mind you, Jim could be persuaded to jump 
through a paper covered hoop. A nine mens morris was good enough 
to be danced by clubs afterwards. A twelve person dance produced 
at a similar session at a Broadwood Itchingfield weekend was very 
clever but who ever has twelve dancers?! 
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Naturally funny dances 

The fun in a dance can be inherent in the movements used. There 
are a number of stick dances that exploit the Brimfield napping, 
with one side holding their stick still and slanting upwards from 
about waist level while their opposites belabour them (dances 
often cal led "Much Wenlock"). How the receiver responds is part 
of the act. Some dances when done without their music can be 
amusing. It is not unusual to find sides dancing one stick 
chorus during a dance unaccompanied. There was possibly a 
serious Midland tradition which was without musical instruments 
except that the dancers movements, steps and sticks provided a 
rhythmic complexity to compensate. 

The Seven Champions once found themselves a dancer short, but 
instead of adjusting the dances, proceeded as if the person was 
there, pantomiming his presence, rather like Mr Pastry's solo 
presentation of the "Lancers Quadri 11 e". It was so effective 
that Bert Ferris (founder of the Ferris Moderation movement -
think about it!) is a regular performer. 

The traditional pub dance of the various Four Hand Reels were 
frequently done in order to tread on toes in the stepping or to 
fling dancers off balance in the swings, both to embarrass and 
to force the loser to buy the next drinks. There was a similar 
objective in "Three Jolly Sheepskins" danced purely as a 
continuous sheepskin hey around three hats, glasses or similar 
objects till one of the performers made the inevitable mistake. 
In Dorset there is the tradition that a group starts with an 
Eight Hand Reel and carries on till persons start to drop out and 
the dance progressively becomes a Seven, Six, Five, Four and 
Three Hand Reel. Changing in and out, especial 1 y pushing in 
inexperienced people, can be enjoyable to watch. 

Dances are supposed to be interesting for their skill element, 
but with a little encouragement they can be fun as well. The jig 
"Ladies of Pleasure" inc 1 udes a hockl e - back step which can be 
more exaggerated in each repetition. Basically the same dance 
can be performed to "Widdicombe Fair" with the chorus most 1 y 
hackles allowing the dancer(s) to disappear into the audience 
before capering forward . 

Morris clowning can interact with the dances. The Farnborough 
Morris fool will form a crocodile of spare dancers and audience 
members, each bent forward like old men and using a morris stick 
like a walking stick and then lead them through, back and forward 
and around the set during a dance . A particular target dance is 
their Beansetting dance cal led the "Old Men's Dance" based on the 
Brackley version. The crossings are done like old men and they 
end facing out leaning on the top of their stick and then spring 
to life with all dancing two doubles and hooking to face front. 

Roy Dommett @ 1990 
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Another reply on the subject of young dancers. 

YOUNG DANCERS, MORRIS DANCING AND BALLET 

The Janet Marmot school of dance invited me to teach morris to 
a group of girls ( aged 14 ish) to be performed as part of a 
benefit for their local hospital, which opportunity I accepted, 
albeit nervously: it seemed to me like a leap into the unknown! 
However we commenced, me teaching, accompanied by my own feet 
plus bells. We "modified" Adderbury a bit - the girls liked the 
hankies. We worked out a good name, "Marmot Morris" and devised 
a minimalist kit based on economic constraints. Two fellow 
dancers/musicians from the side with whom I dance, Red Stags 
(Southampton University), accompanied me - and I have to say -
instantly commanded 100% attention ("Give me that sweet, it'll 
make you fat!") and adoration! 

We performed: the girls were fabulous: poised, neat, co
ordinated, polished, superb carriage, footwork, flexibility - by 
virtue of their grounding, from tots, in the dance . It was an 
immensely rewarding experience . As an additional goal we decided 
to apply to dance on "Opportunity Knocks". We were accepted and 
due to audition. I don't think the morris has ever reached the 
heady heights of this programme before! So it is possible 
success could have lain around the corner had not their 
scholastic interests taken precedent . Their mocks were the same 
week as the audition! 

So there we have it: children are eno r mously capable , talented 
and have the guts to take what they consider to be the right 
decision at the right time and stick to it. It is this quality 
of freshness and common sense that, often, the world of the adult 
has lost and it is this that we can enjoy and prize in them. 

Jenepher Parry July 1991 . 

Having received this letter, I approached Alan Dilly to comment 
on his work .. .. (Ed) 
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BALLET DANCERS AND MORRIS DANCING 

At first consideration perhaps Morris and Classical Ballet might 
seem an odd combination. But only to the few who have not 
thought the point through. 

The same week I started Morris Dancing (with Great Weste r n in 
Exeter) back in 1973, I also enrolled for Ballet and Contemporary 
Dance classes. I found them a perfect blend. All offering 
different qualities of physical and technical development, 
musi c ality and rhythm. Al 1 expressing movement and design. 
Morris has been taught at the Royal Ballet School for some 25 
years. I started in the autumn of 1987, taking over from Ron 
Smedley and Bob Parker who had been teaching at the School 
(White Lodge) for 21 years. They have seen the growth of a side 
"Bow Street Rappers" within the Royal Bal 1 et Company and students 
grow into leading choreographers, such as Jonathan Burrows, who 
uses the Morris in many of his dance works . 

Although my style of Cotswold Moris and its teaching may be 
different, the essence of the dance is here: that of using Morris 
as a means of training rhythm, the unity of movement, the jump 
and musicality, with the help of the excellent Alan Whear and his 
melodeon. 

The i nclusion of Morris as part of the timetabled classes for the 
boys was no accident. The founder, Dame Ninette de Valois, 
recognised the value of its rhythms and musical phrasing and the 
contribution it would be to the principal training of young 
classical dancers. But it is not just Morris that is seen in 
this way. Irish, Scottish and various other national dances are 
taught and performed in the school. 

Some may view a group of 11 to 15 year old boys leaping and 
twizz 1 ing as perhaps too far removed from the traditions of 
Morris. The only real tradition of Morris is good dancing, 
whether it is by a 16 stone o r an 8 stone dancer, a bricklayer 
or a ballet dancer. The question is, is it worth watching, do 
the music and movement come together as one rhythm? If they do 
then we need not talk of Morris as only fit for a type, just as 
we no longe r need to talk of Morris as only fit for one gender. 

Morris will no doubt be taught at the school for many more years 
and wi 11 continue to contribute that other important Mor ris 
ingredient .. "a lot of fun". 

Alan Dilly (Morris Teacher, Royal Ballet, White Lodge) 
@October 1991 
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SOME THOUGHTS ON NEW DANCES ·-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
I suppose it was only natural that the Morris revival was not 
content to c ontinue dancing only the repertoire of "traditional" 
dances noted by the original collectors and would not start to 
add new dances and new traditions. Recently, this seems to have 
become an epidemic, so much so that on some days of dance, the 
number of new dances seems to outnumber the traditional ones. 

The Morris is after all a living tradition and every dance we do 
was invented at some time or other. Often this happens quite 
naturally and it is not uncommon for one of the dances in the 
Black Book to have been interpreted so differently by two sides 
at opposite ends of the country that it is difficult to recognise 
as the same dance. However, most of the new dances have been 
consciously invented. 

It would seem that by now, all the possible movements for six 
dancers, which are still recognisable as Morris, must already 
have been thought of . I am continually amazed at new corners, 
choruses and figures that I keep corning across, Some are 
impressively complex, whilst others are so simple and effective 
that one wonders why they have not been used before. Most of 
these dances, whether notated or not, sink into obscurity when 
the side that invented them ceases, changes direction or loses 
a particular foreman. Only a few dances stand the test of time 
and so capture the imagination of dancers that they become 
absorbed into the "traditional" repertoire, 1 ike "Black Joke", 
Bledington. 

So what are the characteristics that make a new dance successful, 
and here I will confine my thoughts just to Cotswold dances , 
since I feel the less rigid structure of Border or Molly allow 
more scope for invention? Firstly I feel it must have something 
original; a new figure, movement or chor u s that captures the 
imagination, looks impressive or is very satisfying to perform, 
such as the sticking in Black Joke, which I always relish doing. 

Strangely enough, some of the most impressive new movements which 
look good are doomed to failure because of their sheer 
complexity . Morris has an elegant simplicity and was a dance of 
the common people. Some of the new dance movements are so clever 
that they cease to feel like the Morris, although it is 
impossible to define exactly what makes a movement seem like the 
Morris and not appear choreographed. 

Also, while there will always be dedicated, fit and talented 
sides demonstrating what levels of performance the Morris can 
achieve, the majority of sides are composed of less dedicated 
indi vidua 1 s who never rea 11 y master a 11 of the "t radi ti ona 1" 
dances. Yet it is these Morris dancers who will keep any new 
dance going and be the ones who will decide whether a new dance 
enters the repertoire or now. 
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Which brings me to my second point, that any new dance that is 
to succeed, even if it is chal 1 enging to perform, must be 
uncomplicated and accessible to the average dancer. The "Black 
Joke" Bledington chorus is spectacular to watch, but not too 
difficult to master. Another dance that seems to have entered 
the repertoire is "Lass of Richmond Hill", which is normally 
danced as Fieldtown, although I have seen it danced in other 
styles. The progressional chorus movement when the bot torn couple 
dance up the middle and the other couples dance down the out 
side, looks good, feels different, but is relatively simple and 
the leapfrogs provide an exciting finish. 

Another movement which is widely danced is the chorus of what has 
become known as the "Skirmish" where the normal set forms up on 
one diagonal and then the other diagonal to perform the sticking 
chorus, al though this is quite a tricky movement to perform 
precisely. I was present when this new movement was invented, 
although I am quite prepared to accept that it has been 
independently invented elsewhere. 

It was in the early '70s when I was dancing with the Wheatsheaf 
Morris Men in South London. Their foreman, Alan Barber, had been 
researching Ducklington, which was virtually unknown at the time 
and teaching it to Wheatsheaf. However, he wanted to have a 
Ducklington stick dance and so he invented Ducklington "Brighton 
Camp" with the skirmish movement as the chorus. I have a feeling 
Roy Dommett noted it down at the Ipswich Ring Meeting in 1974 and 
have often wondered if that is how the dance spread, although the 
name has changed, various tunes are used and it is more usually 
found in the style of Fieldtown or Bledington. 

New dances fall broadly into two categories. Those that accept 
the conventions of, and are danced in, a traditional style, e.g. 
a new Adderbury dance; and those that have a new style, with new 
common figures, hand movements and stepping. It is much more 
difficult to get the latter category accepted as it is often seen 
as belonging to one particular side, even though they usually 
would be delighted and flattered to see other sides performing 
"their" dance, so long as its origins were acknowledged. 

It will be interesting to see if the Duns Tew tradition will 
become widely accepted. This might happen more easily if the 
dances are perceived to have a certain amount of authenticity. 
The reconstructed Kirtlington tradition, although it was 
constructed from very little and it is to all intents and 
purposes a new tradition, may well be in this class as several 
sides other than Kirtlington perform their dances. 

Alan Barber strongly held the view that a side should only dance 
one tradition at a time. If the side became bored with their 
dances they should either choose a new tradition or add new 
dances in the style that they already danced. To Alan that meant 
not only new dances but borrowing dances from other traditions. 
The Whea tsheaf 's "Saturday Night", Duck 1 ington was vi rt ua 11 y the 
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same as the Bl edington dance except that Duckl ington furry capers 
replaced the Bledington forecapers and Alan's version of the 
Ducklington slows replaced the hook leg, with the music amended 
for the slows. It is a very satisfying dance and Golden Star 
still perform it. Borrowing dances is nothing new of course, as 
the number of Trunkles dances that exist testifies. Certainly 
new dances in an already established tradition are more likely 
to feel like the Morris and this is a vital factor if the dance 
is to be generally accepted. 

Finally, I will pose the question, how important is the music? 
There is no reason why a dance could not be performed to a 
variety of suitable tunes, as is done frequently in Border 
dances. Yet within the Cotswold tradition a dance is usually 
associated not just with a particular tune, but often with a 
particular version of it. The tune must fit the dance and help 
the movements. A tune with an individual rhythmic pattern or an 
unusual phrasing wi 11 often suggest a particular movement or 
pattern of sticking and if you are going to invent a dance it is 
often a good idea to choose your tune first. 

Should it be a traditional tune? Roy Dommett has long been 
urging sides to 1 ook out for more contemporary tunes and has 
several times suggested that many of the ragtime tunes would be 
suitable for the Morris. However, the majority of new dances 
seem to be danced to traditional tunes or new tunes written in 
a traditional style. Although some new tunes are used they often 
sound gimmicky in a Morris situation. It is important that the 
new tune, as well as the new dance, feels like the Morris. 

I did not have this problem with three dances in the Badby style, 
since the names of several lost Badby dances survived and they 
included some well known Morris tunes. I know that Moulton have 
al so constructed versions of these dances al though I was not 
fami 1 iar with them when these were invented. Possibly other 
versions exist as well. I am giving the way they are danced by 
Golden Star Morris of Norwich. ** 

@ Jonathan Hooton May 1991 

** These will be published in the next issue. 
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INCOMPLETE SET; COTSWOLD DANCES FOR THREE 

Stick da.n.ces 

Sticking has to be with someone! Half a Cotswold set gives either 

(a) three dancers in a line 

To maintain symmetry, the centre can tap with one end and then 
with the other end, then all three dance half a Reel of Three and 
repeat all to place. The choruses that fit this pattern are 
those where the tappings in bars 1 and 2 are duplicated in bars 
3 and 4. An example is "Balance the Straw" (Fieldtown). Another 
is "The Bull" in the Fieldtown style from Great Western Morris. 
Here the middle faces down and raises their stick in both hannds 
overhead on the first beat of bar 1 and the top hits the middle's 
stick over the middle's head in the middle beat of bar 1, then 
the middle faces up and the bottom hits them similarly on the 
middle beat of bar 2. Then follows the inverse, the top faces 
up and raises their stick overhead in both hands and the middle 
hits it also facing up on the middle beat of bar 3, then the 
bottom faces down and raises their stick and the middle hits it, 
now facing down on the middle beat of bar 4. 

(b) three dancers who form into a circle 

The virtue of this configuration is that tapping can be "passed" 
on around the circle. It was attempted on Wheatley Day of Dance 
by half the Adderbury side when the other half inadvertantly went 
down the M40. A typical arrangement could be: 1 hits 2 (bar 1), 
2 hits 3 (bar 2), 3 hits 1 (bar 3) and 1 hits 2 (bar 4). 

One can construct handclapping dances along the same lines. 

Ha.n.dkerchie:Es 

Movements requiring a recipient might be handled like the stick 
dances above. Some choruses, such as those in "sidestep and 
half-hey" dances can be done in a line without an opposite. The 
lack can even be exploited in that all the dancers could face 
alternately to the right and to the left, either for different 
choruses or within one chorus. They could even face up, across, 
down and out in successive repetitions. 

Dances that have a "cross over and hey on the wrong side" in the 
chorus can be performed with no change, as the repeat back to 
place makes the symmetry. 

Corner dances present difficulties. One solution is to dance the 
corner movement as a solo, like a jig, rather than competitively, 
and also to exploit a freedom of path not available with a full 
set of dancers. 
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Half Duck.1in.gton 

The Ducklington tradition is unusual in having a suite of dances 
without the usual Cotswold figures, being set dance variants of 
Jigs. Jockey to the Fair, Nutting Girl, Princess Royal and 
Shepherd's Hey have figures which were done 2 - by-2 and which can 
be done 1-by-1 and the choruses done with all facing to one side. 
Some traditions such as Ducklington and Wheatley lack the common 
to-and-fro figures such as Half-Gyp, Back-to-back and Face-to
face. Consequently they are easy to adapt. 

Corner dances can sometimes be changed to a Cross - over and hey 
on the other side form. "Lollipop Man" can become "Bobby Shaftoe" 
by all dancing simultaneously with one's opposite rather than the 
corner and crossing over on the spring capers and jump, then 
going into a half hey the easy way. 

Those figures 

When Janet Blunt and her friends were noting the Adderbury dances 
from William Walton they naturally had difficulty in 
distinguishing between Foot Up, Foot Down, Processional Up and 
Processional Down when shown them by a single person. The 
differences are actually small, as are the variations between the 
paths of the forward and back figures elsewhere. Without an 
opposite, the slanting paths and lateral movement in Half-Gyp, 
Back-to-back etc. can be ignored, leaving only two basic 
movements; 

1) forward and retire backward twice eg . Foot Up twice, Half - Gyp, 
Back to Back. 

2) forward and turn to come back to place forwards eg. Foot Up 
and Down, Whole Gyp , Hands Round and even Cross Over. 

Thus dances can be constructed with either or both of these two 
figures performed in any of the four basic directions of up, 
down, left or right. All could be called Foot* ! 

@ Roy Dornmett, 1990. 
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CLOG MORRIS - THERE'S NO SUCH THING! 

Introduction 

Despite making his 1 i ving as a cl ogmaker, Trefor Owen once 
remarked "How many of you call yourselves Clog Morris - there's 
no such thing, it's North West Morris and maybe up to 85% of it 
(though some authorities reckon only about 60%) was danced in 
shoes or boots not in clogs. " 1 The suggestion that North West 
Morr\f was not performed exclusively in clogs is not in itself 
new but the timing of Trefor's remark coincided with an 
increasing number of teams describing their dancing as Clog 
Morris. The impression gained is that it is the teams which are 
not indigenous to the North West area which are most prone to 
using the tag of Clog Morris. Indeed , a quick glance at the 
Morris Federation's 1990 County Table shows over 20 teams which 
include the word "clog" ( or its derivatives) in their team names, 
only one of which is based in the North West! All of these teams 
describe their repertoire as including North West and/or Garland 
dances. This article attempts to discover the truths, if any, 
behind Trefor's remark by examining records of footwear used in 
North West Morris in times gone by. 

The source of information 

Over the years, the author has built up a collection of 
information on North West Morris, comprising both published works 
and copies of manuscripts from various libraries and archives. 
This represents merely a collation of available data and does not 
include any original fieldwork. The author owes a considerable 
debt to the original fieldworkers and researchers who have worked 
hard to gather the data and to the informants (is there no better 
word?) who have given so generously of their experiences and 
memories. The help, encouragement and additional information 
provided by Pruw Boswell, Trefor Owen, Roger Bryant and Denis 
Cleary (for the Manchester Morris Mens' archive) is also greatly 
appreciated. 

The selection of information 

A series of r ecords was created from this information; each 
record being generated only if, with some certainty, it uniquely 
identified: 
1) the town or locality where a team was based or performed and, 

where possible, the name of the team 
2) the gender and age of the dancers 
3) the details of the footwear worn 
4) a year, or range of years, when the team was active (where a 

team can be shown to have existed for several years the 
earliest year of performance was used). 

Repeated references where the first three of the above items are 
unchanged have been ignored because they are most likely 
reference to the same team . However there are instances where 
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there is clearly documented evidence of seve 1al teams hav~ng 
existed in the same locality (such as Horwich and Preston ). 
These are counted as separate records even though the teams may 
have either been formed by the same individuals or at least had 
an influence on one another, for this is surely tradition in the 
making. Equally there is evidence to suggest that some teams 
have changed footwear or have changed the team make-up by 
becoming, for example, a mixed gender team. These likewise are 
counted as separate records. 

No serious attempt has been made to follow up very early 
references as the period under study was intended to cover the 
era for which most of the information used by today's revival 
teams was collected. 

All teams which have been formed or revived since 1960 have been 
ignored though this in itself would provide interesting study. 
The intention was to examine the situation before the more "folk" 
conscious revi va 1 s occurred, though it must be admitted that 
previous revivals have taken place within the period under study. 
The selection process resulted in 133 records being created. 

Completeness of the data 

It is virtually impossible to know how exhaustive the data are, 
nevertheless it is important to assess whether the sample is 
worthy of study or whether it is insignificant and should be 
discarded. Dan Howison and Bernard Bentley certainly used fewir 
examples for their important article on North West Morris . 
However, their classification of dances into two groups, one 
centred around the Pennine foothi 11 s and the other on the 
Cheshire Plain still holds remarkably true, save for the 
unexpected weal th of information to come from the Lancashire 
Plain 2,3 

The Geographical Index of Ceremonial Dance on Great Britain 5 

shows the following number of locations classified as having a 
North West style dance: 

Cheshire 17 
Derbyshire 4 
Lancashire 48 
Staffordshire 3 
Yorkshire 2 TOTAL 74 

(counties as prior to 
1974 reorganisation) 

There have undoubtedly been many more discoveries since the Index 
was published, though some of these may not have been included 
had they been known at the time, depending on the view taken as 
to whether the morris in question was seen as traditional and 
indigenous or seen as the product of dancing masters or of 
competitions. For example, Pruw Boswell lists 4¼ teams on the 
Lancashire Plain covering the period 1890 to 1928 . Janet Chart 
and Lesley Edwards list 49 teams in Cheshire in a study covering 
the years 1880 to 1914 7 Within this context the view was taken 
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that while 133 records are by no means exhaustive, they are 
worthy of consideration. 

Some Problems 

There are many problems associated with this type of work but 
some peculiar to this analysis are worth making a particular note 
of: 
1) While it is easy to distinguish between clogs and other types 
of footwear, there are particular difficulties in distinguishing 
between different types of shoes, boots, plimsolls etc. In 
general it seems preferable to distinguish merely between clogs 
and not clogs. Certainly in terms of the sound of the dance and 
the actual style of the dance the marked differences are due to 
the flexibility or the hardness of the sole of the footwear. 
There were particular problems in dealing with the description 
"white shoes"; in most instances these may be white gym shoes but 
there are particular occasions where it is clear that leather 
soled white shoes were worn. 

2) The classification of dancers into male, female and mixed is 
straightforward. Determining whether the reference was to adults 
or boys, girls and mixed juveniles was rather more difficult, 
It is suspected that a number of the male teams (and by 
implication adults) should really be boys or youths teams. The 
intended meaning in the original fieldwork may also be undefined 
or unclear. 

3) The information sources are merely snapshots of a particular 
location at a particular time. In very few instances are there 
detailed records of a team over a period of time which may 
suggest how their costume and footwear changed and indeed why it 
changed. 

4) There are several records where the team 1 eader wore different 
footwear to the rest of the team. In these cases the team 
footwear rather than that of the leader has been used. 

The results 

Firstly the records were plotted geographical 1 y, The results are 
shown in the map (Fig 1) . Note that 3 locations are outside the 
boundaries of the map; Wigton, Whitehaven \Workington and Sta£ ford 
(all shoe). This shows a marked boundary between Cheshire and 
the Lancashire Pl ai~ where ( apaft from some wel 1 documented 
examples at Horwich and Manley ) shoes etc were the norm and 
the Pennine foothills (particularly S.E . Lancashire ) where clogs 
were more usual. This 

1
conforms with the three "regions" 

described by Pruw Boswell 1• 

There are a number of plottings in the Pennine foothills which 
show the use both of clogs and "shoes" at a particular locality . 
Without exception the use of the clog at these locations predates 
the use of the "shoe". This would 1 ead one to the cone 1 usi on 
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that the older style of dance used clogs and the newer style used 
shoes. This supposition led to the tabulation of the style of 
footwear against the date of performance. This approach has some 
flaws because of the snapshot nature of the material and because 
of the variability of the dates. Some dates are first 
appearance, some are last appearance and some teams with long 
histories such as Manley, Leyland and Brittania have been 
ascribed with the earliest date. The results are shown in Fig.2. 

This table would suggest, given its limitations, that during the 
40 years from 1890 to 1929 to which the bulk of the data refer, 
it would be wrong to infer that there was a noticeable general 
trend other than that noted specifically in the Pennine 
foothills. 

Finally in Fig. 3, the details of footwear were tabulated against 
the gender and, to some extent, the age of the dancers. This 
shows that 37% of the records include clogs as the footwear and 
that 63% refer to footwear other than clogs. The distribution 
of clogs and other types of footwear across the different genders 
of dancers does not suggest that the wearing of "shoes " or c 1 ogs 
was the exclusive preserve of any category, though the proportion 
of male teams wearing clogs (about 50%) is significantly higher 
than any other category . 

The reasons for choice of footwear. 

Very little information can be gleaned as to why a particular 
type of footwear was chosen. However there are a few anecdotes 
which in themselves are worth quoting. 

At Clitheroe the girls wore clogs until "two of them were hurt 
by f al 1 ing whi 1 e dancing uphi 11 on a wet road" 9. At Gl ossop 
clogs appar 1nt 1 y were avai 1 able but "the boys felt they could not 
wear them" . The following tale concerns Padiham; "her father 
insisted on clogs; once there was a move to wear pumps but he put 
his foot down and said that they would be country dancers if they 
did. Morris dancers wore c 1 ogs" 9• 

These anecdotes reinforce the conclusion which common sense would 
suggest - that there are a number of reasons why certain footwear 
would be chosen. It is suggestd that thse stories are examples 
of practical i ty, fashion and tradition respectively. 

Some conclus i ons 

The conclusions are fairly self evident and certainly lend weight 
to Trefor's original remark which opened the article, though it 
would seem that rather more teams wore clogs than he imagined. 
The origin of the name North West Morris ts not known ("North 
West Morris" was certainly in use in 193 6 O) but it seems more 
apt than the more recent term clog morris to describe the dance 
form in question. Perhaps the term Clog Morris could be applied 
to the style emanating from the Pennine foothills where clogs 
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were more commonly in use. However this would perhaps 
overemphasise a detail of costume when in dance form there is 
much in common with the areas of the Cheshire Plain and 
Lancashire Plain. 

If the term clog morris has any real currency it could be used 
to describe accurately the modern trend of the many teams which 
choose to dance all their North West Morris in clogs, regardless 
of the origins of the dances in question. Teams such as the 
Leyland Morris Dancers and the Abram Morris Dancers are to be 
admired for not following this fashion by dancing their local 
dances in the customary footwear of shoes. There are other teams 
such as Derby Crown, who perform a variety of styles, including 
North West, in shoes. This choice of footwear, while it may be 
based primarily on the practicality of performing a variety of 
styles, still allows opportunity to witness North West Morris 
being danced in shoes. 

There is nothing wrong in the modern enthusiasm for clogs 
providing it is not justified sole 1 y on the basis of morris 
tradition; rather that clogs are a novel form of footwear in 
today's age, that they have some links with the past (though not 
necessarily related to morris) and perhaps, above all, that they 
sound good. 
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FIGURE 2 TABLE OF FOOTWEAR USED BY DECADE --

1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 later TOTAL 
to to to to to to / not 

1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 known 

CLOG 1 7 13 15 10 3 0 49 

NOT 
CLOG 0 12 19 17 22 7 7 84 

TOTAL 1 19 32 32 32 10 7 133 

FIGURE 3 TABLE OF FOOTWEAR USED, BY GENDER AND AGE OF DANCERS 

CLOGS OTHER TOTAL 

MALE 29 28 57 

FEMALE l 6 7 

MIXED ADULT 2 5 7 

BOYS 5 15 20 

GIRLS 6 13 19 

MIXED JUVENILE 5 16 21 

UNSPECIFIED 1 1 2 

TOTAL 49 84 133 

PERCENTAGE 36.8 63.2 100 
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